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Robert T. Avery and L. Jii<::I<:sQn Laslett 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Vni versity of California, Berkeley, California, USA. 

Abstract 

The strong influence of eddy currents on Lan~ 
dau-damping coefficients, as was observed and cor
rected in the LRL Compresso'r 4, is discussed. The 
improvement of these damping coefficients as a re
sult of a redesign of Compressor 5 .coils is re
ported. 

A. Introduction 

The observance of radial collective oscilla
tions, at' quite moderate beam intensities, in the 
initial electron-ring studies with the LRL experii) 
mental Compressor 4 has been described previously 
.The development of this rapid instability was attri
butable to field distortions caused by eddy cur
rents induced in the windings of the near-by Stage-2 
compression coils. Specifically, the radial deriv
ative of the field index was sufficiently modified 
by this effect that the dispersive action of energy 
spread became ineffective at certain radii. A pro
nounced improvement resulted from the reduction of 
these distortions by moving the Stage-2 coiis fur
ther from the median plane or, alternatively, by 
rewinding them with stranded cable. 

The experience just mentioned motivated a re
examination of the design that had··been initially 
adopted for Compressor 5,which is a more elaborate 
electron-ring device intended to permit experimen
tal study, not only Df compression phenomena, but 
also of magnetic acceleration subsequent to. the 
release of the ring from the magnetic well of the 
compressor. The design and operation of this Com
pressor 5 was intended to be similar to that qf 
the LRL Compressor 3, described previously2)3;4). 
The design includes three pairs of main compression 
coils, of Which the, third contains a long (1 m) 
solenoid into which the ring beam can be moved by 
means of a suitable unbalance circuit that is ac
tuated near the end of the compression process. 
The initial design employed hollow copper conduc
tors of a rather large cross-section (up to 8.6 mm 
square) and, for purposes of mechanical strength, 
the third set of coils contained circumferential 
stainless-steel bands of similar cross-sectional 
dimensions. 

B. Influence of Eddy Currents 

Field and field-gradient measurements of the 
initial Compressor 5 coil arrangement by W. Vi. 
Chupp, J. Ivl. Peterson, and J. B. Rechen clearly 
indicated that the projected pulse cycle (- 770 ~s 
for compression, w.ith electrons of 4 l'IeV kinetic 
energy injected at - 70 ~s) would induce eddy cur
rents in the coil windings of a sufficient magni
tude to have a pronounced effect on the character 
of the magnetic field. That a distortion of on/ iJr 
can have a particularly marked effect on the Landau 
damping for the first radial mode of collective 
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oscillation can readily be seen from inspection of 
the coefficient 

E~=_~[(M_V)(l_l-n)+r ~J(l)0 (1) 
oE ",2 2 e or I-n 

f-' r e 

for particles circuiating with an equilibrium-or
bit radius reI where S denotes (M-v)(l) and 
ov/or = ~(1/2v) on/ore for the radial o~ axial 
modes: This coefficient, after multiplication by 
a postulated fractional energy sprea~ 6E/E, may be 
compared with the "U" and "V" terms5 ) that describe 
the electromagnetic-field forces potentially able 
to drive the collective instability in question. 
With ov/or negative for radial betatron oscil
lations, whrle (1-n)/r2 no'rmally is small and M-v 
is positive, it is evident that a partial cancel
lation of terms within the square bracket of Eq. 
(l),can be quite pronounced for the M = 1 radial 
mode. If the.driving terms (U,V) have values of 
the order of a feW ~s-l or greater, and if an 
acceptable energy spread is limited to one or two 
percent~ values of lEOS/dEl leg~ than'several hun
dred ~s-l could be hazardous ). 

The measured fields were simulated in an in
ter-active computer 'program, constructed by V. O. 
Brady, R. N. Healey, and B. Levine, by means of 
several eddy-current simulation circuits suitably 
coupled to the active coils of the compressor. 
Landau-damping coefficients were then computed 
during the course of representative dynamical runs 
with this program. The curves of Fig. 1 for the 
initial Compressor 5 design ciearly indicate that 
under these conditions the Landau damping becomes 
inadequate for the M = 1 radial mode, with the 
damping coefficient actually passing through zero 
in the case shown. In contrast to the results 
illustrated in Fig. I, removal of eddy currents 
from the computations gave I EOS/OEI ~370 ~s-l 
throughout an otherwise repre'sentative compression 
cycle. It is apparent, therefore, that coils 
close to the median plane should be redesigned so 
as to reduce substantially the perturbing effect 
of eddy currents induced in their windings, and 
further computational work suggested that a reduc
tion by a factor 1/15 would be desirable. 

C. Suppression of Eddy Currents 

The magnitude of induced eddy currents can be 
markedly reduced if the hollow, water-cooled cop
per conductors are replaced by stainless steel 
tubing -- surrounded, if necessary, QY one or two 
layers of small-diameter conductors7 ). In rede
Signing those coils of Compressor 5 in which 
troublesome eddy g~rrents had been seen to occur, 
it was calculated ; that an effective reduction 
(factor - 1/25) in eddy-current strength can be 
achieved by the use of stainless-steel tubing (av. 
dia. - 9 mm, wall thickness - 1.7 mm) to carry the 
entire current without encountering severe heating 



problems in the anticipated pulsed service (3 - 5s 
repetition period). The use of stainless-steel 
tubing for the solenoid windings has the further 
merit of providing sufficient mechanical strength 
to permit elimination of the stainless-steel bands 
that previously had been required. 

The higher resistance of stainless-steel coils 
leads, of course, to increased obrnic damping of the 
pulsed currents during the operating cycle ~f.the 
compressor. With the provision of some addltlonal 
resistance externally, it moreover appears no 
longer necessary to short-circuit ("crowbar") the 
individual coils after their individual currents 
have reached their peak values. The modified de
sign now adopted for the second and third set of 
compression coils in Compressor 5 employs stain
less-steel windings of 0.79 and 0.14 n intrinsic 
resistance, and are to be used in conjunction with 
eiternal resistances of 0.34 and 0.11 n, respec
tively. The total initial stored energy required 
for operation of the compressor is close to tW,ice 
that for the original design, but the heat load 
for the coils is not greatly changed because much 
of the additional energy appears in the external 
resistors. A computed compression cycle for this 
device (suitable for extension into an accelera
tion phase) leads to the curves shown in Fig. 2, 
with I EOS/OE I ~ 550 flS-l throughout compression. 

In conclusion, we are gratified to find that 
the adoption of a coil design that employs stain
less-steel tubing as conductor material not only 
affords significant advantages of a mechanical and 
electrical nature, but, more significantly, can 
be expected to result in an adequate suppression 
of eddy-current effects that, if present, wou~d 
seriously impair the effectiveness of a moderate 
energy spread for the suppression ,of potentially 
unstable transverse coherent oscillations, of the 
electron-ring beam. 

Explanation of Figures 

Figure 1. Computed n-trajectory, on/or, and Lan
dau-damping coefficient s for the first two radial 
modes of collective oscillation, with eddy-current 
perturbations present. The radial locations of 
near-by coils (central values: 16.7 and 10.0 cm), 
in which substantial 'eddy currents can arise, are 
indicated at the top of the Figure. Values of 
EOS/OE for the first radial mode are seen to be 
markedly reduced in the neighborhood of these 
coils -- an effect that appears directly corre
lated with the pronounced reduction of on/or at 
such radii. The n-trajectory, intended to result 
in rapid crossing of potentially-dangerous single
partiGle resonances, was adjusted to the form 
shown by use of an n-corrector circuit that served 
to excite an auxiliary coil pair situated at an 
average radius of 14.21 cm. Note that on/or re
fers to a local spatial derivative of n, while 
the n-trajectory shown in the Figure depicts the 
variation of n at the radius of the ring as the 
latter" decreases during compression. 

Figure 2. Computed n-trajectory, on/or, and Lan
dau-damping coefficients computed for Compressor 5 
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with resistive, non-crowbarred coils. In this ex
ample, coil-pair 2 (av.' radius ,=' 16'.7 cm) is used 
both as an n-corrector and for ,compression. The 
compression cycle carries a ring of 4.0 MeV kinetic 
energy at 17.75 cm to 17.76 MeV at a minimum radius 
of 3.98 cm. Additional computationsindicale that 
a similar compression cycle can be extended into a 
satisfactory acceleration phase of operation. 
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